[Appropriate evaluation of total workload in anesthesia].
Number of cases performed or total anesthesia time is usually used to evaluate workload anesthesiologists. However, each case is different in intensity of anesthetic management and these makes the evaluation difficult. We devised a total workload in anesthesia formula to account for technical, tactical, and physical factors in each case, as well as for number of cases and total anesthesia time. The present study evaluated reasonableness of this formula. We compared number of cases, hours of work, medical treatment fee and the total workload in anesthesia among anesthesiologists who had worked in our hospital in 2001. Each anesthesiologist answered questionnaires regarding number of cases, total anesthesia time, and total workload during 2001. Among anesthesiologists, we found significant differences in number of cases and total anesthesia time and medical treatment fee but no difference in total workload in anesthesia. The anesthesiologists indicated the same trend in their questionnaire responses. Evaluating only number of cases or total anesthetic time or medical treatment fee provides insufficient information to compare anesthesia workload. Our formula is a more appropriate index to quantify workload.